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We have developed a tomographic diffractive microscope in reflection, using a high numerical aperture objective
and equipped with a fluorescence confocal scanner. We describe the set-up and first images of a microscopic
USAF target, obtained in holographic, diffractive tomographic, and confocal mode, and which reveal the higher
resolution capabilities of this instrument. We also compare images obtained in transmission and in reflection,
emphasizing the better optical sectioning capabilities of reflection diffractive tomographic microscopy.
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1. Introduction
Tomographic diffractive microscopy (TDM) [1–7] is a
wavefront-reconstruction based method [8] that allows
for three-dimensional observations of microscopic
objects. Using holographic techniques, the diffracted
waves are recorded under various successive illumination directions. This information is numerically
recombined to reconstruct a three-dimensional image.
In this technique, a single hologram represents in fact
an object projection for a peculiar illumination angle.
But in the spatial frequencies Fourier space, one
hologram has a limited support: the transmitted
bandpass is limited, which leads to a rather poor
resolution. In order to increase the bandpass, an
angular scanning has to be performed by using various
successive illumination directions, allowing for the
recording of higher frequencies (synthetic aperture
process in Fourier space). Within this framework,
holographic microscopy can be considered as a special
case of tomographic diffractive microscopy, with only
one single illumination angle.
As the object is reconstructed numerically, the
physical model used for this numerical reconstruction
determines its accuracy [9–11]. For example, if using a
filtered backprojection or inverse Radon transform
[11–13], which does not take into account diffraction,
the resolution is about the wavelength. Furthermore,
such an approach is valid for slowly varying index of
refraction objects only [3,14]. Reconstruction methods
based on the Born [6,7,11,15–17] or the Rytov [18]
approximation take into account diffraction and lead
to a better reconstruction quality [10,11]. Going even
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further, non-linear reconstruction schemes permit a
resolution well beyond the Abbe limit in far-field
(non-fluorescent) optical microscopy [19–21].
The tomographic diffractive microscopy technique
can be used either in transmission [6,7,15–18], or in
reflection [21–25]. While transmission setups using
high numerical aperture (NA) objectives have been
described in the literature by several authors
[7,13,15,16], leading in some cases to a resolution in
the 100 nm range [17], few experiments have been
carried out in the reflection mode using a high NA
objective [21].
In this paper, we describe the adaptation of the
high-resolution transmission tomographic diffractive
microscope we previously developed [15–17] (based on
an Olympus IX71 inverted microscope body, equipped
with an Olympus FV300 confocal scanner) into a
high-resolution reflection tomographic diffractive
microscope, and shows results obtained when observing a microscopic USAF target.

2. Principle of reflection tomographic diffractive
microscopy
We here only briefly recall the basic principle of
tomographic diffractive microscopy, highlighting only
the main differences existing between the transmission
and the reflection modes.
In order to explain the synthetic aperture process,
one first has to express the solution of the Helmoltz
equation in the spatial frequencies Fourier space
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(see for example [1,7,15] for a more complete explanation), which leads to:
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Aðkd Þ / n~  ðkd  ki Þ:

ð1Þ

In this equation, A is the complex amplitude of the
diffracted field in the Fourier space, ñ the Fourier
transform of the difference between the object refractive index n(r) and the average index n0, kd a diffracted wavevector, ki the illumination wavevector
(kd ¼ ki ¼ 2 / ). For the sake of simplicity, we use
here a simplified scalar model. A vectorial extension of
this model has been proposed in [7]. The associated
spatial frequencies of the scattered wave for a single
illumination are thus located on the 2D surface of the
so-called Ewald sphere and interpreted as a Fourier
transform of the sample relative index.
The synthetic aperture process in Fourier space is
described by Figure 1. For clarity, Figures 1(a)–( f ) are
2D representations in the (ky, kz) plane, kz depicting the
optical axis of the system. In Figures 1(a) and (d ) one
displays the incident wave (thick solid vector), the plain
circle representing the extremities of the diffracted
wavevectors (2D cut through the Ewald sphere).
The set of Fourier components of the diffracted
waves that can be collected is in fact limited by the
numerical aperture of the microscope objective used in
the detection system (dashed vectors). As a
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consequence, only a cap of the Ewald sphere can be
recorded in practice. The set of Fourier components of
the object (thin solid vectors) is then reconstructed by a
translation of vector ki. The main difference between
transmission and reflection diffractive tomography
appears; in transmission, the set of reconstructed
object frequencies depicts a cap of the sphere, whose
summit is at the frequency origin (see Figure 1(a)),
while in reflection, the reconstructed object frequencies
cap of the sphere is shifted toward higher frequencies
(see Figure 1(d )).
When changing the angle of illumination, the set of
detected diffracted waves is the same, but other object
frequencies become recordable, thanks to the different
translation to be done, as illustrated by Figures 1(b)
and (e). Note again that for the transmission construction, the detected cap of the sphere passes through the
frequency origin.
Finally, when a large number of incidences is used,
one constructs an extended and filled support of object
frequencies (Optical Transfer Function or OTF) (see
Figure 1(c), in gray), which exhibits in 2D a characteristic so-called ‘butterfly’ shape, centered on the
origin, and characterized by a ‘missing-cone’ of
detected frequencies, which is at the origin of the low
sectioning capabilities of transmission microscopes,
including tomographic microscopes [17]. We consider
here the case where the numerical aperture at

Figure 1. Principle of tomographic diffractive microscopy: synthetic aperture process in Fourier space for (a)–(c): transmission
and (d )–( f ): reflection modes. (a), (d ) For normal incidence. (b), (e) For inclined incidence. (c), ( f ) Final frequency supports
(in gray) for a large number of illumination angles. Note the drastically different frequency support shapes for both
configurations.
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illumination is the same as the numerical aperture at
detection, which explains the symmetric shape of the
support with respect to the origin.
Conversely, the set of recorded frequencies in
reflection depicts a portion of a filled sphere, characterized by the same lateral extension than in transmission tomography, but now comprising high
frequencies along the optical axis (see Figure 1( f )).
From this construction, one therefore expects same
transverse imaging capabilities in both configurations,
but reflection microscopy should be characterized by
superior sectioning capabilities along the optical axis.
To the authors knowledge, this characteristic feature of
reflection microscopy has not yet been demonstrated in
the case of 3D tomographic diffractive microscopy.
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3. Experimental set-up
The setup is derived from our previous transmission
tomographic microscope [15–17], which has been
modified for reflection. We here briefly describe the
new experimental set-up, highlighting the novelties
with respect to our previous transmission system and
forward the interested reader to previous publications
[7,13,15–17,22,23], which give more technical details
about the construction and use of a tomographic
system.
Figure 2 describes our experiment. A HeNe laser
( ¼ 633 nm) generates a coherent beam, which is
divided into an illumination and a reference wave.
Optical fibers are used in order to simplify the
transport of the illumination beam towards an oil

Figure 2. Sketch of our tomographic microscope in reflection (BS: beam splitter, OF: optical fiber, RC: recombination
cube). Scanning confocal microscopy has not been
represented.

immersion objective (100, NAobj¼1.4) and toward
the reference arm of the interferometer. The optical
bench is adjusted so that the illumination wave,
injected into the objective using a recombination
cube, exits this objective as a plane wave. The direction
of the illumination is controlled using a tip-tilt mirror,
so as to cover the full range of illumination angles for
the objective.
Impinging onto the specimen, the illumination
wave is diffracted. The objective collects the backward
propagating diffracted wave and, associated with a
Telan lens, refocuses an image onto the CCD detector.
The recombination cube is used to mix the scattered
beam with the reference beam, shaped as a plane wave,
in order to record holograms. The phase and amplitude of the diffracted field is measured onto this
hologram by reconstruction with a four-step phase
shifting procedure, via the controlled piezoelectric
mirror.
A numerical Fourier transform of the image then
gives the data to be tiled onto the cap of the Ewald
sphere corresponding to the illumination (see
Figure 1). The numerous caps of sphere are recombined in the Fourier space as described by Figures
1(a)–(c), and a final 3D Fourier transform then permits
one to obtain a 3D image of the observed sample.
Throughout this work, we use this simplified reconstruction approach, which has proven to work very
well for biological samples [7,13,15–17], and apply it to
a resolution test pattern. While strictly speaking not
being valid for semiconductor or metallic specimens,
the Born approximation has proven to work well for
thin samples [22–25].
The microscope is also equipped with an Olympus
FV300 confocal scanner working at 543 nm (HeNe
green). Originally dedicated to fluorescence studies,
this imaging system can also be used for reflection
microscopy by removing the fluorescence filters,
detecting then those illumination photons that are
backscattered towards the objective. We use this
confocal system to compare results obtained in
holographic, tomographic and confocal imaging
modes. In order to get the best images in terms of
resolution, the pinhole was closed at the minimum, and
10 images are recorded and averaged for each plane, in
order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

4. Experimental results
In order to evaluate the imaging capabilities of our
system, we have imaged a microscopic 1951 USAF
resolution test chart. It was obtained by etching a
75 nm thickness platinum layer, sputtered onto a
Matsunami Glass slide (18 mm  18 mm  0.15 mm).
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Figure 3. Images of a microscopic USAF target in (a) holographic reflection microscopy, (b) reflection confocal microscopy, and
(c) reflection tomographic diffractive microscopy.

The USAF chart was produced using the focused ion
beam (FIB) etching technique. A high quality pattern
can be etched, which can be simultaneously controlled
using FIB imaging. The largest line is 2.5 mm long and
0.5 mm large and six of these elements are used to form
a subpattern (made out of two structures of three
equally spaced elements). The whole test pattern
comprises three groups (numbered 1 to 3) of six
subpatterns (numbered 1 to 6), the dimensions of the
subpatterns following a geometric progression of
factor 21/6. With this kind of test chart, it is
common to express the resolution in terms of line
pairs per micrometer (lp mm1). The resolving power of
the system can then be estimated by identifying the
smallest visible pattern, and is in that case given by the
equation:
Rðlp=mÞ ¼ 2ðGroup-1þððElement-1Þ=6ÞÞ :
We checked first that the pattern was correctly
etched by analyzing the FIB image. We could clearly
identify element 2 of group 3, a structure made out of
bars 111 nm wide and 555 nm long, or 4.5 lp mm1. The
four smaller elements of group 3 were not satisfyingly
etched.
Figure 3 shows the results we obtained in (a)
holographic, (b) confocal and (c) tomographic imaging
modes. Note that the contrast is inverted between
holographic or tomographic images and the confocal
one, but this characteristic has no influence on the
resolution estimation. The quality of the images clearly
improves a lot when switching from holography to
tomography. The confocal image is characterized by a
very good contrast and low noise, which is easily
explained by the nature of the sample, which is
essentially a mirror, and is between holography and
tomography in terms of resolution. The signal-to-noise
ratio also improves from holography to tomography,
thanks to the high redundancy between the numerous
sequential acquisitions in tomography [16].

When analyzing these images, one concludes that
the smallest structure identified without ambiguity
on the holographic image is subpattern 3 of group 1.
On the confocal image subpattern 2 of group 2 can be
clearly identified (for subpattern 3 of group 2, the
horizontal bars are distinguishable, but the vertical
ones are merged, which leads us not to consider this
structure as being resolved) and on the tomographic
image subpattern 3 of group 2 can still hardly be
recognized. These convert into a resolution of
1.26 lp mm1 for holographic, 2.24 lp mm1 for confocal, and 2.52 lp mm1 for tomographic microscopy,
respectively. One notes that the theoretical factor two
of resolution improvement between holographic
microscopy and tomographic microscopy is obtained
[7]. However, the 11% improvement in resolution
between confocal microscopy and tomographic
microscopy is much smaller than what we obtained
when comparing transmission tomographic microscopy and fluorescence microscopy (130 nm versus
200 nm, or 35%) [17]. It has to be recalled that, in
terms of resolution, the tomographic microscope is in
fact handicapped because it is working at a slightly
larger wavelength than the confocal system (633 nm
versus 543 nm).
In theory, a confocal microscope has a resolution
about 40% better than a conventional microscope, but
that assumes an infinitely small pinhole. In practice,
the confocal lateral resolution is only marginally
better, because of the finite-size pinhole (usually with
a diameter of one Airy disk), which has to be used for
sufficient photon detection (the main interest of
confocal microscopy is its far superior optical sectioning capabilities). Estimated from the dimensions of the
captured frequency support, and taking into account
coherent illumination and reconstruction of the data
[7,26], a tomographic diffractive microscope should
have a twice better resolution than a wide-field
microscope working at same numerical aperture with
incoherent light at the same wavelength.
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Figure 4. Images of a microscopic USAF target along the optical axis in (a) transmission tomographic diffractive microscopy,
(b) reflection confocal microscopy, and (c) reflection tomographic diffractive microscopy.

This would translate into a lateral resolution of
about 190 nm at  ¼ 542 nm and NA ¼ 1.4 for the
confocal system (223 nm measured), 113 nm at
 ¼ 633 nm for the tomographic set-up (198 nm measured). The large difference between theoretical and
experimental resolution for tomographic microscopy,
the smaller-than-expected difference between confocal
and tomographic resolution, and the fact that the
horizontal and vertical structures exhibit slight differences, probably because of polarization effects, which
are not taken into account in the reconstruction model
(see for example subpattern 1 of group 3 in tomography), all suggest the limitations of our approach
based on the Born approximation that is not perfectly
adapted for this kind of sample.
Finally, we compared the 3D optical sectioning
performances of transmission tomographic diffractive
microscopy, reflection confocal microscopy and reflection tomographic diffractive microscopy. Figure 4
shows (x–z) views of 3D stacks obtained with the
three methods, cut along the line depicted by the
arrows in Figures 3(b) and (c). The image of the test
pattern in the (x–y) focal plane obtained with transmission tomographic diffractive microscopy is almost
identical to the reflection tomographic diffractive
image and is therefore not shown here. Figure 4(a)
emphasizes the rather low optical sectioning capability
of 3D transmission tomographic diffractive microscopy [17]. As explained previously, transmission
microscopes are characterized by a so-called missing
cone of non-transmitted frequencies along the optical
axis (see Figure 1(c)), which translates into poor
imaging of those interfaces, which are perpendicular
to the optical axis. One can see the effects of this
missing cone as large vertical artefacts in the object
reconstruction.
Conversely, a confocal microscope has no missing
cone, and provides much better sectioning, as illustrated by Figure 4(b). Figure 4(c) shows the image
obtained with reflection tomographic diffractive
microscopy. It demonstrates the much better optical
sectioning properties of this setup, as deduced from the
shape and location of its Optical Transfer Function
(see Figure 1( f )), compared to that of transmission

tomographic diffractive microscopy (see Figure 1(c)).
Reflection tomographic diffractive microscopy therefore provides a higher lateral resolution (than holographic microscopy) with the high optical sectioning
ability of confocal reflection microscopy.
Note again that the simplified reconstruction
approach we use, based on the first Born approximation, gives limited results in terms of reconstruction
precision. One can for example notice rebounds visible
along the optical axis, near the surface of the object
(see Figure 4(c)). Such artifacts are also visible in the
(x–y) plane on high resolution transmission tomographic diffractive microscopy images [17]. These
rebounds testify to the image reconstruction process,
which is performed in Fourier space, and can
be interpreted in terms of Gibbs oscillations.
Furthermore, contrary to transmission tomographic
diffractive microscopy, the OTF of reflection tomographic diffractive microscopy is not symmetric with
respect to the frequency origin, and misses the low
frequencies. It may therefore be viewed as a high pass
filter, which enhances transitions. A more elaborate
reconstruction procedure should give more accurate
reconstructions [20,21].
These images, however, show that, even taking into
account the limitations of our reconstruction technique, reflection tomographic diffractive microscopy
shall be of high interest for surface and interface
studies, such as for example in surface physics, or for
semiconductor inspection, not only because longer
working distance systems may be used [22–25], but also
because of the much higher intrinsic lateral resolution
and optical sectioning that it permits.

5. Conclusion
We have developed a tomographic diffractive microscope in reflection, using a high numerical aperture
objective. The numerical reconstruction of the specimen image being based on the first Born approximation, our setup is limited when observing metallic
structures, which are known to be out of the strict
domain of validity of this approach. Note also that
the test we used in this preliminary work yields a
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precise value for the resolution, but is semiquantitative only, as it depends on the user’s definition
of acceptable blur.
However, despite these limitations, using a microscopic 1951 USAF test pattern, we could show that the
gain in resolution, compared to holography was as
predicted by theory. The resolution of the tomographic
system also compares favourably with reflection
confocal microscopy. In this case also, a modest but
noticeable gain in resolution has been observed, in
favor of diffractive tomography.
We also compared the 3D optical sectioning
capabilities of transmission tomographic diffractive
microscopy, reflection confocal microscopy and reflection tomographic diffractive microscopy. The former is
characterized by rather low optical sectioning properties, explained by the so-called missing cone characteristic of all transmission microscopes. Reflection
confocal microscopy provides much better optical
sectioning.
Reflection tomographic diffractive microscopy has
the advantage of combining the higher lateral resolution of tomographic systems with the good optical
sectioning allowed by a reflection setup.
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